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INTRODUCTION 
 

Adult stem cells are fundamental to maintaining 

organizational homeostasis [1]. The gradual decline in 

the function of adult stem cells is closely associated 

not only with tissue and organismal aging but also 

with age-related diseases such as diabetes and cancer 

[1, 2]. Adult stem cells reside within the cellular 

microenvironment, surrounded by heterogeneous  

cell populations [1, 2]. It is well documented the 

importance of this microenvironment for maintaining 

the functional integrity of adult stem cell [1, 2]. 

Investigating the properties of the niches that promote 
the aging of tissue-resident stem cells could offer a 

new perspective on tissue homeostasis, organismal 

aging regulation, and age-related disease prevention. 

Drosophila, known for its short lifespan and a 

genetically modifiable midgut functionality, is a well-

established organism for aging studies, including 

research on adult stem cells, their niches, and aging-

related changes [3–5]. In the adult Drosophila midgut, 

intestinal stem cells (ISCs, Delta-positive cell) are the 

only mitotic cells that generate two differentiated 

progeny cell types: absorptive enterocytes (ECs) via 

stronger Notch (N) signal enteroblasts (EBs) and 

secretory enteroendocrine (EE) cells via a weak N 

signal EBs [4, 5]. These four types of cells are 

distinguished by the expression of cell-specific markers, 

including Delta (ISCs), PH3 (dividing ISC), esg- green 
fluorescent protein (GFP; ISCs and EBs), Su-GFP 

(EBs), Pdm and Myo-GFP (ECs), and Prospero (Pros) 

and Pros-GFP (EEs) [3–7]. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Adult stem cells are pivotal for maintaining tissue homeostasis, and their functional decline is linked to aging 
and its associated diseases, influenced by the niche cells’ environment. Age- and cancer-related reduction of 
vitamin D and its receptor levels are well documented in human clinical studies. However, the mechanisms 
through which the vitamin D/vitamin D receptor pathway contributes to anti-aging and extends life expectancy 
are not well understood. In this study, we aimed to determine the protective role of the vitamin D/vitamin D 
receptor pathway in differentiated enterocytes (ECs) during intestinal stem cell (ISC) aging. By utilizing a well- 
established Drosophila midgut model for stem cell aging biology, we revealed that vitamin D receptor 
knockdown in ECs induced ISC proliferation, EC death, ISC aging, and enteroendocrine cell differentiation. 
Additionally, age- and oxidative stress-induced increases in ISC proliferation and centrosome amplification 
were reduced by vitamin D treatment. Our findings suggest a direct evidence of the anti-aging role of the 
vitamin D/vitamin D receptor pathway and provides insights into the molecular mechanisms underlying healthy 
aging in Drosophila. 
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The effects of aging, high metabolism, and infection 

induce cellular intrinsic and extrinsic oxidative 

stresses, accelerating the proliferation of ISCs [8–13]. 

ISC hyperproliferation is linked to increased DNA 

damage and supernumerary centrosomes, characteristic 

hallmarks of cancer in aged guts and those exposed to 

oxidative stress [14–16]. The internal pathways of 

ISCs (e.g., N, EGFR, PVR, ATM/ATR), paracrine 

factors (e.g., Wg, Upds), and visceral muscles regulate 

ISC proliferation [5–10, 17–33]. 

 

Age-related reductions in the vitamin D (VitD) synthesis 

and VitD receptor (VDR) expression are linked to age-

related diseases such as cancer [34–36]. However, only a 

few studies on the role of VitD/VDR and their exact 

mechanism of action in adult stem cells exist, warranting 

further research. VitD acts by binding to VDR and the 

VitD response element (VDRE), which is located on 

several VitD target genes [37]. In Drosophila, Hr96 is a 

transcription factor orthologous to human VDR [38]. 

During mid-embryogenesis stages, Hr96 is mainly 

expressed in the excretory organs, fat body, and central 

nervous system [39] and is primarily stimulated by the 

ecdysone hormone, a primary factor in mediating 

molting and metamorphosis [38]. Hr96 is activated by 

small lipophilic compounds produced from dietary 

signals and metabolic intermediates and regulates 

developmental processes and cellular metabolisms [40]. 

Hr96 recognizes xenobiotic substances and triggers  

the expression of detoxification- and clearance-related 

genes [41]. Furthermore, Hr96 plays an essential role in 

lipid metabolism by detecting triacylglycerol levels, 

facilitating their degradation, and regulating the 

catabolism of cholesterol through the regulation of genes 

associated with cholesterol uptake, storage, and 

intracellular trafficking [42, 43]. A recent study reported 

that Hr96 is involved in new intestinal cell 

differentiation by altering the level and duration of N 

signaling in the adult Drosophila intestine [44]. 

However, the role of Drosophila Hr96 in maintaining 

homeostasis in the adult intestine remains unclear. 

 

This study aimed to determine the protective role of 

VitD/VDR in differentiated ECs during ISC aging using 

the adult Drosophila intestine model. 

 

RESULTS 
 

VDR knockdown in ECs induces ISC proliferation 

 

To investigate the role of VDR in the adult Drosophila 

intestine, flies with ISC/EB-, EB-, EC-, or EE-specific 

VDR knockdown were generated using flies with the 

esgts>GFP, Suts>GFP, Myots>GFP, or prosts>GFP 

genotypes. esg-GFP and PH3 signals were examined, 

and the number of esg-GFP+ and PH3+ cells in the guts 

of esgts>GFP and esgts>GFP+VDRRi flies kept at 29° C 

for 7 days did not significantly differ (Figure 1A, 1st 

panel and 1B a). In addition, Su-GFP and PH3 signals 

were examined, and the number of PH3+ cells in the 

guts of Suts>GFP and Suts>GFP+VDRRi flies kept at 

29° C for 7 days did not significantly differ (Figure 1B 

b); however, the number of Su-GFP+ cells significantly 

decreased (Figure 1A, 2nd panel). In flies with the 

Myots>GFP or prosts>GFP genotypes, a dramatic 

increase in the number of PH3+ cells was detected 

(Figure 1A 3rd and 4th panel, and 1B c and d). 

Quantification of the number of PH3+ cells per gut 

revealed values of 6.58 in the esgts>GFP+VDRRi flies 

(N =14, n = 92; N indicates the number of guts, and n 

indicates the number of PH3+ cells), 4.85 in the 

esgts>GFP flies (N = 13, n = 36) (Figure 1B a), 5.7 in 

the Suts>GFP+VDRRi flies (N =14, n = 80), 6.36 in the 

Suts>GFP flies (N = 14, n = 89) (Figure 1B b), 108.57 

in the Myots>GFP+VDRRi flies (N =14, n = 1520), 7.43 

in the Myots>GFP flies (N = 14, n = 104) (Figure 1B c), 

49.86 in the prosts>GFP+VDRRi flies (N =14, n = 698), 

and 12 in the prosts>GFP flies (N = 14, n = 168) 

(Figure 1B d). These results indicate that the EC-

specific knockdown of VDR markedly increases ISC 

proliferation. 

 

VDR knockdown in ECs induces EC death 

 

To assess the role of VDR in EC death, cleaved 

caspase-3 signals were examined; they were increased 

in the Myo-GFP+ cells of the guts of Myots>GFP and 

Myots>GFP+VDRRi flies kept at 29° C for 4 days. Very 

weak cleaved caspase-3 signals were detected in the 

ECs of Myots>GFP flies (Figure 2A). In contrast to the 

signal in wild-type Myots>GFP flies, the cleaved 

caspase-3 signal was markedly increased in the Myo+ 

cells (ECs) of Myots>GFP+VDRRi flies (Figure 2A). 

Subsequently, the ratio of cleaved caspase-3+ in Myo-

GFP+ cells was quantified. A significant increase in EC 

death was observed in the gut following EC-specific 

VDR knockdown (Figure 1B). These results indicate 

that VDR is required for EC survival under normal 

conditions. 

 

VDR knockdown in ECs induces ISC aging 

 

To assess the implications of excessive ISC proliferation 

due to EC-specific VDR knockdown-induced EC death, 

damage accumulation in ISCs was analyzed using 

antibodies against γH2AvD (a molecular marker of 

DNA double strand breaks) [14, 45], and Pros (an EE 

marker). The γH2AvD signal was exceedingly low in the 

Myo-GFP- and Pros- cells (ISCs) of Myots>GFP flies 
(Figure 3A, left panel); however, γH2AvD foci were 

markedly increased in the Myo-GFP- and Pros- ISCs of 

Myots>GFP+VDRRi flies (Figure 3A, right panel). This 
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indicates that the EC-specific knockdown of VDR could 

induce DNA damage accumulation in ISCs. Centrosome 

amplification (a hallmark of cancer cells) was also 

examined using anti-γ-tubulin and anti-PH3 antibodies. 

In control files, two centrosomes in mitotic ISCs (PH3+ 

cells) were detected; however, mitotic ISCs with 3–12 

abnormal centrosomes were detected in the EC-specific 

VDR-knockdown flies carrying the Myots>GFP+VDRRi 
genotype (Figure 3B a). Subsequently, the number of 

PH3+ cells per gut was quantified, and 114.05 were 

observed in Myots>GFP+VDRRi flies (N = 20, n = 

2281), while 7.33 were observed in Myots>GFP flies (N 

= 21, n = 154) (Figure 3B b). In addition, the frequencies 

of these mitotic ISCs with supernumerary centrosomes 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Effects of intestinal cell type-specific VDR knockdown on ISC proliferation. (A, B) ISC and EB (esgts), EB (Suts), EC (Myots), 

and EE (prosts)-specific knockdown of VDR induces ISC division. Flies carrying esgts>GFP and esgts>GFP+VDRRi, Suts>GFP and Suts>GFP+VDRRi, 
Myots>GFP and Myots>GFP+VDRRi, or prosts>GFP and prosts>GFP+VDRRi genotypes were cultured for 4 days at 29° C. The midguts of the flies 
were dissected, fixed, and labeled with anti-PH3 (red) and anti-GFP (green) antibodies and DAPI (blue). The original magnification is 200×.  
(B) The number of PH3+ cells in the midgut with ISC and EB- (esgts), EB- (Suts), EC- (Myots), and EE (prosts)-specific VDR knockdown. Gut 
samples of esgts>GFP and esgts>GFP+VDRRi (a), Suts>GFP and Suts>GFP+VDRRi (b), Myots>GFP and Myots>GFP+VDRRi (c), or prosts>GFP and 
prosts>GFP+VDRRi (d) flies maintained at 29° C for a week were labeled with anti-PH3 (red) and anti-GFP (green) antibodies and DAPI (blue). 
PH3+ cell numbers were determined in the entire gut under a microscope. P-values were determined using Student’s t-test. p < 0.001,  
p < 0.0001. n.s., no significant differences. 
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(>2) were quantified, revealing values of 8.03 and  

0.35% in Myots>GFP+VDRRi and Myots>GFP flies, 

respectively (Figure 3B c). The number of mitotic ISCs 

with supernumerary centrosomes (>2) per gut was 9.25 

in the Myots>GFP+ VDRRi flies and 0.09 in the 

Myots>GFP flies (Figure 3B d). These results show that 

VDR inhibition resulted in DNA damage accumulation 

and a higher incidence of centrosome amplification in 

ISCs. 

VDR knockdown in ECs induces EE differentiation 

 

Following EC-specific VDR knockdown, the increase in 

Dl+ cell numbers in the gut was analyzed using an anti-

Dl antibody (Dl is a molecular marker of ISCs). Unlike 

the previously reported increase in the number of strong 

Dl+ cells (ISC-EB-EC) following the age-related 

increase in ISC proliferation [8–10], very weak Dl+ cells 

and a marked decrease in Dl+ cell numbers in guts with 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Effect of EC-specific VDR knockdown on EC cell death. (A) EC-specific knockdown of VDR induces cleaved caspase-3 in  

ECs. Flies carrying the Myots>GFP or Myots>GFP+VDRRi genotypes were cultured at 29° C for 4 days. The guts of flies were dissected and 
labeled with anti-GFP (green) and anti-cleaved caspase-3 (red) antibodies and DAPI (blue). Original magnification is 400×. (B) Frequency of 
cleaved-caspase 3+ cells per Myo+ (strong and weak GFP+) large cell (ECs). Three-day-old females were shifted to 29° C for 4 days, and 
dissected guts were immunostained with anti-GFP (green) and anti-cleaved caspase 3 (red) antibodies and DAPI (blue). Cleaved caspase 3+ 
cell numbers were determined in the Myo+ cells of these guts. Data (mean ± standard error) in the Myots>GFP or Myots>GFP+VDRRi flies 
were collated from 4716 and 5914 Myo+ cells of 15 guts each. P-values were determined using Student’s t-test. p<0.0001 compared with 
Myots>GFP flies. 
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Figure 3. EC-specific VDR knockdown increases age-related ISC phenotypes. (A) EC-specific VDR knockdown induces DNA damage 
accumulation in ISCs and their progenitors. Flies carrying the Myots>GFP or Myots>GFP+VDRRi genotype were incubated at 29° C for 7 days. 
The guts of flies were dissected and labeled with anti-γH2AvD (red), anti-Pros (white), and anti-GFP (green) antibodies and DAPI (blue).  
(B) EC-specific VDR knockdown causes centrosome amplification in mitotic ISCs. Flies carrying the Myots>GFP or Myots>GFP+VDRRi 
genotype were incubated at 29° C for 7 days. (a) The entire guts of the flies were dissected, fixed, and labeled with anti-γ-tubulin (red), anti-
PH3 (white), and anti-GFP (green) antibodies and DAPI (blue). The original magnification is 400×. (b–d) The number of mitotic ISCs with 
supernumerary centrosomes (>2) in the midguts of Myots>GFP or Myots>GFP+VDRRi flies increased. (b) EC-specific VDR knockdown 
increases mitotic ISCs in the guts. (c) Frequency of cells with supernumerary centrosomes per mitotic ISC. (d) Number of cells with 
supernumerary centrosomes per midgut. Three-day-old female flies were cultured at 29° C for 7 days, and then their dissected guts were 
fixed and immunostained with anti-γ-tubulin (red), anti-PH3 (white), and anti-GFP (green) antibodies and DAPI (blue). In these guts, the 
number of abnormal centrosomes in the PH3+ cells were determined. Data (mean ± SD) in Myots>GFP or Myots>GFP+VDRRi flies were 
collated from 154 and 2281 mitotic cells of 21 and 20 guts, respectively. P-values were calculated using Student’s t-test. P < 0.0001 
compared with Myots>GFP flies. 
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EC-specific VDR knockdown were observed (Figure 

4A, 4B). Therefore, to evaluate ISC differentiation in 

guts with EC-specific VDR knockdown, the number of 

Pros+ cells in these guts was analyzed using an anti-Pros 

antibody since Pros is a molecular marker of EE.  

The number of EEs significantly increased in the  

guts of Myots>GFP+VDRRi flies compared with the  

guts of wild-type Myots>GFP flies (Figure 5A and 

Supplementary Figure 1). Furthermore, the EE ratio in 

the midgut was quantified. Significant increases in EEs 

were detected in the guts of EC-specific VDR 

knockdown flies (Figure 5B and Supplementary Figure 

1). This indicates that VDR knockdown in ECs induces 

an excessive increase in EE numbers. Additionally, we 

evaluated whether VDR knockdown-induced EE 

differentiation was ameliorated by VitD treatment. First, 

to this end, it was determined that VitD could activate 

the VDR pathway by feeding adult flies with VitD using 

an anti-hVDR antibody. That is, 7-day-old wild-type 

flies (Oregon-R) were fed with 100 nM 1α,25-

Dihydroxyvitamin D3 for 24 h. In wild-type flies not  

fed 1α,25-Dihydroxyvitamin D3, VDRs were scattered 

 

 
 

Figure 4. EC-specific VDR knockdown decreases the number of Dl+ cells. (A) EC-specific knockdown of VDR decreases the number of 
Delta+ cells. Flies carrying the Myots>GFP or Myots>GFP+VDRRi genotypes were incubated at 29° C for 1 week. The whole guts of flies were 
dissected, fixed, and labeled with anti-Dl (red) and anti-GFP (green) antibodies and DAPI (blue). The original magnification is 400×.  
(B) Frequency of Dl+ cells per Myo- small cell. Three-day-old females were shifted to 29° C for 1 week, and their dissected guts were fixed and 
immunostained with anti-Dl (red) and anti-GFP (green) antibodies and DAPI (blue). The number of Dl+ cells in the Myo- small cells was 
determined in these guts. Data (mean ± standard error) in Myots>GFP or Myots>GFP+VDRRi flies were collated from 882 and 1192 Myo- cells 
of 16 and 15 guts, respectively. P-values were determined using Student’s t-test. P < 0.0001 compared with Myots>GFP flies. 
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throughout the intestinal cells, including ECs and EE 

cells (Supplementary Figure 2, left panels). In contrast, 

VDRs migrated to the nuclear membrane in the intestinal 

cells of flies fed 1α,25-Dihydroxyvitamin D3 

(Supplementary Figure 2, right panels). Second, we 

determined whether VitD could activate the VDR 

pathway in Myots>GFP and Myots>GFP+hr96Ri flies 

(Supplementary Figure 3). As hypothesized, EC-specific 

VDR knockdown-induced EE differentiation was 

ameliorated by VitD treatment (Supplementary Figure 

4). These results indicated that the VitD/VDR (Hr96) 

pathway in fly intestinal models functions similarly to 

that in mammals. Therefore, VDR is involved in EE 

differentiation under normal conditions. 

 

Inhibitory effect of VitD on age- and oxidative 

stress-related ISC proliferation and centrosome 

amplification in the midgut 

 

The effect of VitD on age-related phenotypes (increased 

cell proliferation and centrosome amplification) in  

ISCs was investigated. To investigate the anti-aging 

 

 
 

Figure 5. EC-specific VDR knockdown increases the number of Pros+ cells. (A) EC-specific VDR knockdown increases Pros+ cell 

number. Flies carrying the Myots>GFP or Myots>GFP+VDRRi genotypes were incubated at 29° C for 1 week. The whole guts of flies were 
dissected, fixed, and labeled with anti-Pros (red) and anti-GFP (green) antibodies and DAPI (blue). The original magnification is 200×. (B) 
Frequency of Pros+ cells per total cells. Three-day-old females were shifted to 29° C for 1 week, and their dissected guts were fixed and 
immunostained with anti-Pros (red) and anti-GFP (green) antibodies and DAPI (blue). The Pros+ cell numbers were recorded with respect to 
the total cells of these guts. Data (mean ± standard error) in Myots>GFP or Myots>GFP+VDRRi flies were collated from 7459 and 7992 total 
cells of 19 guts each, respectively. P-values were determined using Student’s t-test. P<0.0001 compared with Myots>GFP flies. 
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effect of VitD, ISCs with or without 100 nM 1α,25-

Dihydroxyvitamin D3 treatment were stained with 

antibodies against γ-tubulin (a centrosome marker), 

PH3 (a mitotic ISCs marker), and GFP (an ECs 

marker), and the number of cells displaying centrosome 

amplification was assessed. Supernumerary centrosomes 

were observed in 4.64% of mitotic ISCs in 45-day-old 

Myots>GFP flies (Figure 6A, 6C) and in 6.7% of 10-

day-old Myots>GFP+Catn1 flies (Figure 6A, 6C), a 

model of intrinsic oxidative stress [8], compared with 

0.35% in 10-day-old Myots>GFP flies (Figure 6A, 6C). 

The number of mitotic ISCs with supernumerary 

centrosomes per gut was 2.59 in 45-day-old Myots>GFP 

flies and 7.81 in 10-day-old Myots>GFP+Catn1 flies 

compared with 0.08 in 10-day-old Myots>GFP flies 

(Figure 6D). The age- and oxidative stress-related 

increase in the number of PH3+ cells was reduced by 

VitD treatment (Figure 6B). In addition, VitD treatment 

reduced the age- and oxidative stress-related increase in 

supernumerary centrosomes in 2.45 and 4.86% of 

mitotic ISCs in 45-day-old Myots>GFP and 10-day-old 

Myots>GFP+Catn1 flies, respectively (Figure 6A, 6C). 

The number of mitotic ISCs with supernumerary 

centrosomes per gut was reduced by 0.94 in 45-day-old 

Myots>GFP flies, and by 3.67 in 10-day-old 

Myots>GFP+Catn1 flies, whereas no change was 

observed in 10-day-old Myots>GFP flies (Figure 6A, 

6C). Additionally, to determine whether the inhibitory 

effect of VitD on age-related phenotypes is associated 

with the VDR pathway, the VDR in ECs was knocked 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Inhibitory effect of VitD on age- and oxidative stress-related accumulation of supernumerary centrosomes in 
midgut ISCs. (A) The guts from 10-day-old Myots>GFP flies, 45-day-old Myots>GFP flies, 10-day-old Myots>GFP+Catn1 mutant flies, and 10-
day-old Myots>GFP+hr96Ri flies, without or with 100 nM VitD feeding for 1 week were stained with anti-PH3 (white), anti-γ-tubulin (red), 
anti-GFP (green), and DAPI (blue). The original magnification is 400×. (B) The number of PH3+ cells in whole guts from 10-day-old Myots>GFP, 
45-day-old Myots>GFP, 10-day-old Myots>GFP+Catn1, and Myots>GFP+hr96Ri flies, with or without VitD feeding for 7 days was determined. 
Data (mean ± standard error) in 10-day-old Myots>GFP, 45-day-old Myots>GFP, 10-day-old Myots>GFP+Catn1, and Myots>GFP+hr96Ri flies 
without VitD feeding were collated from 165, 823, 1835, and 2484 mitotic cells of 25, 17, 16, and 22 guts, respectively. Data (mean ± 
standard error) in 10-day-old Myots>GFP, 45-day-old Myots>GFP, 10-day-old Myots>GFP+Catn1, and Myots>GFP+hr96Ri flies with VitD feeding 
were collated from 126, 489, 1235, and 1445 mitotic cells of 28, 18, 18, and 19 guts, respectively. n.s., no significant difference from the 
control (p > 0.05). (C) The frequency of supernumerary centrosomes (>2) per mitotic ISC in 10-day-old Myots>GFP, 45-day-old Myots>GFP, 10-
day-old Myots>GFP+Catn1, and Myots>GFP+hr96Ri flies with or without VitD feeding for 7 days. The centrosome numbers in mitotic ISCs (PH3+ 
and GFP- cells) in the midgut were determined. n.s., no significant difference from the control (p>0.05). (D) The frequency of mitotic ISCs with 
supernumerary centrosomes per gut in 10-day-old Myots>GFP, 45-day-old Myots>GFP, 10-day-old Myots>GFP+Catn1, and 10-day-old 
Myots>GFP+hr96Ri flies with or without VitD feeding for 1 week. Error bars represent standard error. P-values were calculated using Student’s 
t-test. n.s., no significant difference from the control (p>0.05). 
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down. For EC-specific expression, 3-day-old Myots>GFP 
and Myots>GFP+hr96Ri flies were cultured at 29° C for 

7 days. Compared with the untreated group, VitD 

treatment reduced mitotic ISCs and the number of mitotic 

ISCs with supernumerary centrosomes in the guts of 

Myots>GFP flies in which VDR was knocked down 

(Figure 6A, 6B). In contrast, VitD treatment did not 

affect the intestinal morphology of 10-day-old 

Myots>GFP flies. These results indicate that VitD can 

reduce age- and oxidative stress-induced centrosome 

amplification in adult ISCs in vivo. 

 

DISCUSSION 
 

Aging and various cancers are associated with decreased 

VDR expression levels or increased polymorphisms. 

However, the exact role of VDR in each adult intestine 

cell type has not been identified. Our study demonstrated 

that the VitD/VDR pathway is required for intestinal 

homeostasis during normal differentiation and aging. 

 

EC-specific VDR knockdown activates cleaved caspase-

3 (an apoptotic signal), demonstrating that, under normal 

conditions, VDR is essential for the survival of 

differentiated ECs. ECs are continuously exposed to 

oxidative stress from external factors, including various 

foods and medicines [46]. In mammals, the 

VitD/VDR/Klotho/Nrf2 regulatory network can control 

redox homeostasis through antioxidants regulation [36]. 

In Drosophila, some EC protective factors have been 

established. First, the DNA damage response-related 

factors (MRN, ATM/ATR, and Chk1/Chk2) are major 

contributors in EC survival and the maintenance of 

intestinal homeostasis under the age-related increase of 

oxidative stress [47]. The antioxidant activity of VitD 

has been reported to reduce DNA replication stress 

severity, which is exerted through reduced constitutive 

γH2AX and ATM-S1981P expression levels [48]. Future 

research on the relationship between these two factors in 

the adult intestine is required. Second, Su(var)3-9 and 

HP1a, which contribute to maintaining heterochromatin 

stability, protect ECs [45]. In addition, the non-stop 

identity complex, histones H3 and H4, and vitamin B6 

protect differentiated ECs and promote survival [49–51]. 

A recent report suggested that the epigenomic effects of 

VitD are mediated by epigenetic factors such as 

IncRNAs, miRNAs, methylation, acetylation, and the 

interactions between VDR and certain genes such as 

SLC30A10 [52]. In the present study, HP1 was not 

detected in some ECs in EC-specific VDR knocked-

down guts (Supplementary Figure 5). Further in-depth 

studies are needed to verify the role of VitD as an 

epigenetic regulator in ISCs and ECs. 
 

Unlike a decrease of EE number in low level of VDR 

(Hr96 null mutant, act>Hr96Ri, Prosts>GFP+Hr96Ri), 

ISC- and EB-specific ones (esgts>GFP+Hr96Ri), on the 

other hand, EB-specific VDR knockdown caused a 

decrease in EB number (Supplementary Figure 6). In 

contrast, EC-specific VDR knockdown resulted in an 

increase in EE number and low levels of Delta+ and 

Myo- cells, indicating that VDR is required for EC 

differentiation under normal conditions. EBs 

differentiate into ECs when the Dl level of ISCs is high 

[5]. In contrast, EBs differentiate into EEs when the Dl 

level of ISCs is low [5]. In addition, when dying, ECs 

release Upds, which bind to ISC receptors as ligands, 

increasing the division of ISCs, which in turn promotes 

differentiation into ISCs (high DL)-EBs (high Su)-ECs 

[20, 27, 53]. Contrary to previously reported studies, the 

present study found that EC-specific VDR knockdown 

induces EC death, promotes increased cell proliferation, 

and promotes differentiation into ISCs (low Dl)-EB 

(low Su)-EE. In addition, Pros+ and PH3+ cells 

(Prospero-positive ISCs) were identified in the EC-

specific VDR knocked down gut (Supplementary Figure 

7). Biteau and Jasper reported that prior to cell division, 

the expression of Pros in ISCs promotes EEs 

commitment [54]. Similarly, the data from the present 

study demonstrates that VDR expression in ECs is 

required for the optimal maintenance of an EC and EE 

lineage equilibrium. However, further research is 

required to understand the detailed mechanisms. 

 

Furthermore, the present study also showed that EC-

specific VDR knockdown increased ISC proliferation 

and DNA damage accumulation in ISCs/EBs, led to 

supernumerary centrosome accumulation, increased the 

numbers of EEs, and detected Pros+ and PH3+ cells. 

This demonstrates that low VDR levels in ECs promote 

the development of endocrine tumors (gastrointestinal 

carcinoid tumors) in the midgut, consistent with 

findings of previous studies. Case studies in patients 

with intestinal carcinoid tumors have shown that VitD 

deficiency is common [55–57]. An association between 

VDR polymorphisms and the risks and outcomes of 

several malignancies such as colon cancer has been 

reported [34, 35]. The levels of VDR mRNA expression 

in colorectal adenoma and adenocarcinoma tissues are 

lower than those in normal tissues [58]. Therefore, low 

intestinal VDR expression levels, and low plasma VitD 

levels in normal individuals or patients with intestinal 

diseases promote neoplasm development. This pathway 

could persist during the progression of adenoma to 

adenocarcinoma, carcinoid tumors, and colorectal 

cancer. Clarification of the potential association 

between the VitD/VDR pathway and the risk of 

intestinal cancer (carcinoid tumor) is therefore crucial. 

 
Previously, we identified two safe anti-aging agents, 

metformin and β-hydroxybutyrate using the Drosophila 

midgut model [15, 24, 59]. However, further research 
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on the development of safe anti-aging agents was 

required after that study. Therefore, here, for the first 

time, VDR was detected in the Drosophila posterior 

midgut and was found to be activated by VitD via a 

mechanism similar to that seen in mammals. The anti-

aging effect of VitD has been well-established based on 

in vitro cell cultures and patient cases [60–63]. 

Recently, VitD has been prescribed for the treatment of 

colorectal cancer [64]. The results of the current study 

are consistent with previous studies on catalase-mutant 

flies, which showed that VitD reduced the effects of the 

age-dependent increase in ISC proliferation caused by 

high-level oxidative stress. Furthermore, for the first 

time, VitD was shown to reduce centrosome 

amplification, a hallmark of cancer. The evidence 

presented here demonstrates that VitD acts similarly in 

Drosophila and humans and exhibits anti-aging effects 

in the Drosophila intestine. 

 

One limitation of this research is that the mechanisms 

of reduced cell proliferation, DNA damage, and 

centrosome amplification by VitD remain unknown. 

VitD and VDR act as transcription factors binding to 

VDRE at the antioxidant gene promoter region [37]. 

We conducted gene analyses to determine the VDRE 

binding sites in the Drosophila whole genome and 

identify the VitD target gene. Putative VDRE was 

located in the promoter region of several key genes. 

This finding will further contribute to the discovery of 

new anti-aging mechanisms by analyzing the anti-

aging functions and roles of VitD. 

 

In conclusion, this study provides direct evidence  

of the anti-aging role of the VitD/VDR pathway, 

involving protecting ECs during aging, and provides 

valuable insights for exploring the molecular 

mechanisms underlying enhanced healthy aging in 

Drosophila. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

Fly stock 

 

All Drosophila fly stocks were reared at 25° C and 

provided with a standard cornmeal-molasses diet in a 

12:12 light:dark (L:D) cycle. The standard meal 

consisted of 79.2% water, 10% sucrose, 7% cornmeal, 

2% yeast, 1% agar, 0.5% propionic acid, and 0.3% 

bokinin. To avoid the overpopulation of larval in all 

vials, 50–60 adult flies per vial were transferred to new 

food vials every 2–3 days during their lifetime. Oregon-

R represented wild-type flies. The model of intrinsic 

oxidative stress, Catalase heterozygous mutant flies 
(Catn1 mutant), was provided by the Bloomington 

Drosophila Stock Center (BDSC; Bloomington, IN, 

USA) [65]. The Catn1 mutant was chosen based on a 

previous study showing a gene dosage-dependent effect 

on the activity of catalase [65]. The Hr96 mutant was 

provided by the BDSC (#76592, #15856). The 

transgenic RNAi lines used were obtained from the 

Vienna Drosophila RNAi Center (VDRC; Vienna, 

Austria) and included UAS-hr96-RNAi (#330288) and 

UAS-hr96-RNAi (#10958). The esg-Gal4,UAS-

GFP/CyO strain was provided by the Drosophila 

Genetic Resource Center (DGRC, Kyoto, Japan). The 

temperature-inducible ISC/EB-specific esg-Gal4,tub-

Gal80ts,UAS-GFP/CyO (esgts) was kindly provided by 

B. Ohlstein [5], while the temperature-inducible 

differentiated EC-specific Myo1A-Gal80ts, Su-Gal80ts, 

and Pros-Gal80ts flies were obtained from B.A. Edgar 

[53]. The actin-GAL4/TM6B was provided by the 

BDSC (#3954). The esgts>GFP (esg-Gal4,tub-

Gal80ts,UAS-GFP+;+/+) flies were obtained from a 

cross of esgts females and Oregon-R males. Myots>GFP 

flies were obtained crossing Myo1A-GAL4/CyO;UAS-
GFP,tub-Gal80ts/TM6B (Myots) females and Oregon-R 

males. Suts>GFP flies were obtained from crossing 

Oregon-R males and Su(H)-Gbe-GAL4,UAS-GFP/CyO; 
tub-Gal80ts/TM6B (Suts) females. esgts>GFP+hr96Ri 

(#330288 or #10958) were obtained from crossing UAS-
hr96Ri (#330288 or #10958) males and esgts females. 

Myots>GFP+hr96Ri (#330288 or #10958) were 

obtained from crossing UAS-hr96Ri (#330288 or 

#10958) males and Myots females. Suts>GFP+hr96Ri 

(#330288 or #10958) were obtained from crossing UAS-
hr96Ri (#330288 or #10958) males and Suts females. 

prosts>GFP+hr96Ri (#330288 or #10958) were 

obtained from crossing UAS-hr96Ri (#330288 or 

#10958) males and prosts females. The results described 

herein were those obtained using female flies. 

 

Temperature-controlled gene expression 

 

The Gal80ts technique was used for transgene 

expression at specific developmental stages and tissues 

[66]. Experimental flies were set and maintained at  

22° C until adulthood. Following fly maintenance at 

29° C for 4 or 7 days, their midguts were excised and 

dissected. 

 

Immunochemistry 

 

For immunostaining using various antibodies, the entire 

intact adult gut was dissected and fixed at 25° C. 

Thereafter, the guts were fixed for 1 h in 4% 

formaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) for 

anti-GFP antibody staining. For co-immunostaining 

with primary antibody staining, the whole guts were 

fixed for 30 min in 4% paraformaldehyde in 1× 
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (Electron Microscopy 

Science, Hatfield, PA, USA). Subsequently, they were 

dehydrated for 5 min in 50, 75, 87.5, and 100% 
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methanol, and rehydrated for 5 min in 50, 25, and 

12.5% methanol in PBST (0.1% Triton X-100 in 1× 

PBS) for post-fixing. After washing thrice for 20 min 

with 1× PBST, the samples were incubated overnight 

with the primary antibodies at 4° C. After washing 

thrice for 20 min with 1× PBST, the samples were 

incubated at 25° C for 1 h with the secondary antibodies 

and 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI; 1;1000; 

Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR, USA), and washed 

again thrice for 20 min in 1× PBST. Subsequently, the 

samples were mounted using Vectashield (Vector 

Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA) and then analyzed 

using an Axioskop 2 Plus microscope (Carl Zeiss Inc., 

Göttingen, Germany). The number of PH3+ cells was 

counted in the whole midgut. 

 

Antisera 

 

The following primary antibodies diluted in 1× PBST 

were used in this study: mouse anti-Dl, mouse anti-Pros, 

mouse anti-HP1 (Developmental Studies Hybridoma 

Bank, Iowa City, IA, USA), 1:200; mouse anti-GFP and 

rabbit anti-GFP (Molecular Probes,), 1:1000; rat anti-

GFP (Nacalai Tesque Inc., Kyoto, Japan), 1:1000; 

rabbit anti-phospho-histone H3 (PH3; Millipore, 

Billerica, MA, USA), 1:1000; anti-Cleaved caspase-3 

(Cell Signaling Technologies, Danvers, MA, USA), 

1:1000; rabbit anti-γH2AvD (Rockland, Gilbertsville, 

PA, USA), 1:2000; mouse anti-γ-tubulin (Sigma-

Aldrich), 1:1000; and anti-hVDR antibody (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific, Cleveland, OH, USA), 1:1000. The 

following secondary antibodies diluted in 1× PBST 

were used in this study: goat anti-rabbit FITC; goat anti-

rabbit Cy3; goat anti-mouse FITC, goat anti-mouse 

Cy3, goat anti-rat FITC, and goat anti-rabbit Alexa 

Fluor® 647 (Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, 

PA, USA), 1:400. 

 

VitD feeding assays 

 

Three-day-old Oregon-R, Myots>GFP or Myots>GFP+ 

hr96Ri flies were treated with 100 nM VitD (1α,25-

Dihydroxyvitamin D3, D1530) (Sigma-Aldrich) [48] in 

standard feed media for 24 h or 7 days at 25 or 29° C, 

respectively. 

 

Quantitative analysis 

 

For quantitative analysis of PH3+ cells, the cells were 

counted throughout the gut. To quantitatively analyze 

centrosome amplification, the number of γ-tubulin 

stained spots per PH3+ cell in the whole midgut was 

determined. For the quantitative analysis of Cleaved-
Caspase 3+ cells, the number of cleaved Caspase 3+ 

cells per Myo+ cell in the posterior midgut was 

determined. The number of Dl+ cells per Myo- small 

cell in the posterior midgut was determined for the 

quantitative analysis of Dl+ cells. To quantitatively 

analyze Pros+ cells, the number of Pros+ cells per total 

cell in the posterior midgut was determined. The 

quantified data are expressed as the mean ± standard 

error. Significant differences were determined using 

Student’s t-test. Sigma Plot 14.5 (Systat Software Inc., 

San Jose, CA, USA) was used to analyze standard 

error [16]. 

 

Abbreviations 
 

ISC: intestinal stem cell; EB: enteroblast; EC: 

enterocyte; EE: enteroendocrine; VDR: vitamin D 

receptor; GFP: green fluorescent protein; DAPI: 4’,6-

diamidino-2-phenylindole; SD: standard deviation; 

γH2AvD: phosphorylated Drosophila histone variant of 
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JNK: c-Jun N-terminal kinase; PH3: phosphorylated 
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Supplementary Figure 1. EC-specific VDR knockdown increases the number of Pros+ cells. Flies carrying the Myots>GFP, 
Myots>GFP+VDRRi #330288, Myots>GFP+VDRRi #10958 genotypes were cultured at 29° C for 7 days. The guts of flies were dissected and 
labeled with anti-GFP (green), anti-Pros (red), and anti-Arm (red) antibodies and DAPI (blue). Original magnification is 200×. Frequency of 
Pros+ cell per total cells. Three-day-old females were shifted to 29° C for 7 days and dissected guts were immunostained with anti-GFP 
(green), anti-Pros (red), and anti-Arm (red) antibodies and DAPI (blue). The Pros+ cell numbers were counted in the total cells of these guts. 
Data (mean ± standard error) in the Myots>GFP, Myots>GFP+VDRRi #330288, Myots>GFP+VDRRi #10958 flies were collated from 5533, 3645, 
and 4075 total cells of 19, 17, and 18 guts, respectively. P-values were calculated using the Student’s t-test. P < 0.0001 and p < 0.001 
compared to that of the Myots>GFP flies.  
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Supplementary Figure 2. Effect of VitD on VDR localization in Drosophila intestine. Gut from 3-day-old wild-type female flies 
without (0 nM) or with (100 nM) active VitD (1α,25-Dihydroxyvitamin D3) feeding for seven 24 h, were stained with anti-hVDR antibody (red) 
and DAPI (blue). Original magnification is 200×. Gray squares in panels indicate magnified regions below.  
 

 
 

Supplementary Figure 3. Hr96 acts as VDR during VitD feeding in Drosophila intestine. Guts from 3-day-old Myots>GFP and 

Myots>GFP+VDRRi flies, without or with 100 nM VitD feeding at 29° C for 4 days, were stained with anti-hVDR (red), anti-GFP (green), and 
DAPI (blue). Original magnification is 400×. 
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Supplementary Figure 4. EC-specific VDR knockdown-induced increase of EE cell number reduced by VitD. (A) Guts from 3-day-
old Myots>GFP and Myots>GFP+VDRRi flies, without or with 100 nM VitD feeding at 29° C for 7 days, were stained with anti-Pros (red), anti-
Arm (red), anti-GFP (green), and DAPI (blue). Original magnification is 400×. (B) Frequency of Pros+ cells per total cells. Three-day-old females 
were shifted to 29° C for 7 days, and dissected guts were immunostained with anti-Pros (red), anti-Arm (red), anti-GFP (green), and DAPI 
(blue). The Pros+ cell numbers were recorded with respect to the total cells of these guts. Data (mean ± standard error) in 10-day-old 
Myots>GFP and Myots>GFP+VDRRi flies without VitD feeding were collated from 4688 and 5050 total cells of 12 and 13 guts, respectively. 
Data (mean ± standard error) in 10-day-old Myots>GFP and Myots>GFP+VDRRi flies with VitD feeding were collated from 5036 and 4768 
mitotic cells of 12 and 12 guts, respectively. n.s., indicates not significant (p>0.05). P-values were calculated using the Student’s t-test. P < 
0.001 compared to that of the Myots>GFP+VDRRi flies without VitD. 
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Supplementary Figure 5. EC-specific VDR knockdown causes the loss of heterochromatin marker (HP1) in Drosophila 
intestinal enterocytes. Flies carrying the Myots>GFP and Myots>GFP+VDRRi genotypes were cultured at 29° C for 7 days. The guts of flies 

were dissected and labeled with anti-GFP (green) and anti-HP1 (red) antibodies and DAPI (blue). Circles indicate nuclei of ECs (GFP+ cells). 
White circle, condensed pattern of HP1; White dashed circle, dispersed and weak pattern of HP1; Red circle, loss of HP1. Original 
magnification is 200×.  
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Supplementary Figure 6. Intestinal cell type-specific differential effect of VDR on the number of Pros+ cells. (A) Wile-type, hr96 

mutant female, and flies carrying the act-GAL4>+, act-GAL4>VDRRi, prosts>GFP, and prosts>GFP+VDRRi genotypes were cultured at 29° C for 7 
days. (B) Flies carrying the Myots>GFP, Myots>GFP+VDRRi, esgts>GFP, esgts>GFP+VDRRi, Suts>GFP, or Suts>GFP+VDRRi genotypes were cultured 
at 29° C for 7 days. The guts of flies were dissected and labeled with anti-GFP (green), and anti-Pros (red), and anti-Arm (red) antibodies and 
DAPI (blue). Original magnification is 400×. 
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Supplementary Figure 7. EC-specific knockdown of VDR results in dividing EE cell formation. Flies carrying the Myots>GFP and 
Myots>GFP+VDRRi genotypes were cultured at 29° C for 7 days. The guts of flies were dissected and labeled with anti-GFP (green), anti-Pros 
(white), anti-Arm (white), and anti-PH3 (red) antibodies and DAPI (blue). Gray squares in panels indicate magnified regions. Original 
magnification is 200×.  


